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Introduction
Unbalance is the most common
source of vibration in machines with
rotating parts. It is a very important
factor to be considered in modern machine design, especially where high
speed and reliability are significant
considerations. Balancing of rotors
prevents excessive loading of bearings
and avoids fatigue failure, thus increasing the useful life of machinery.
This Application Note will demonstrate how simple and straight-forward it is to balance rigid rotors in situ
using portable Briiel&Kja3r instruments.

centrifugal forces. This is usually done
by adding compensating masses to the
rotor at prescribed locations. It can
also be done by removing fixed quantities of material, for example by drilling.
Field Balancing is the process of
balancing a rotor in its own bearings
and supporting structure, rather than
in a balancing machine.
Static Unbalance is defined as the
eccentricity of the centre of gravity of
a rotor, caused by a point mass at a
certain radius from the centre of rota-

Brtiel&Kjaer balancing machines
that accept rotating parts for produc
tion-line balancing and laboratory use
are described in separate publications.

Basic Theory and
Definitions
Unbalance in a rotor is the result
of an uneven distribution of mass,
which causes the rotor to vibrate. The
vibration is produced by the interac
tion of an unbalanced mass compo
nent with the radial acceleration due
to rotation, which together generate a
centrifugal force. Since the mass com
ponent rotates, the force also rotates
and tries to move the rotor along the
line of action of the force. The vibra
tion will be transmitted to the rotor's
bearings, and any point on the bearing
will experience this force once per rev
olution.
Balancing is the process of at
tempting to improve the mass distri
bution of a rotor, so t h a t it rotates in
its bearings without uncompensated
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Fig. 1. Static unbalance

tion (see Fig. 1). An equal mass, placed
at an angle of 180° to the unbalanced
mass and at the same radius, is required to restore the centre of gravity
to the centre of rotation. Static Balancing involves resolving primary
forces into one plane and adding a
correction mass in that plane only.
Many rotating parts which have most
of their mass concentrated in or very
near one plane, such as flywheels,
grindstones, car wheels, etc., can be
treated as static balancing problems.
If a rotor has a diameter of more than
7 to 10 times its width, it is usually
treated as a single-plane rotor.

Couple (Moment) Unbalance may
be found in a rotor whose diameter is
less than 7 to 10 times its width. In the
case of a cylinder, shown in Fig. 2, it is
possible to have two equal masses
placed symmetrically about the centre
of gravity, but positioned at 180° from
each other. The rotor is in static bal
ance, i.e. there is no eccentricity of the
centre of gravity, but when the rotor
turns, the two masses cause a shift in
the inertia axis, so that it is no longer
aligned with the rotation axis, leading
to strong vibrations in the bearings.
The unbalance can only be corrected
by taking vibration measurements
with the rotor turning and adding cor
rection masses in two planes.
The difference between static bal
ance and couple balance is illustrated
in Fig. 3. It can be seen that when the
rotor is stationary, the end masses bal
ance each other. However, when it ro
tates, a strong unbalance is experi
enced.

Fig. 2. Couple unbalance

Dynamic Unbalance, illustrated in
Fig. 4, is a combination of static and
couple unbalance and is the most com
mon type of unbalance found in ro
tors. To correct dynamic unbalance, it
is necessary to make vibration mea
surements while the machine is run
ning and to add balancing masses in
two planes.
Rotors are classified as being either
rigid or flexible. This Application
Note is concerned with rigid rotors
only. A rigid rotor is one whose ser
vice speed is less than 50% of its first
critical speed. Above this speed, the
rotor is said to be flexible. A rigid
rotor can be balanced by making cor
rections in any two arbitrarily selected
i
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planes. I he balancing procedure tor
flexible rotors is more complicated,
because of the elastic deflections of
the rotor.

Fig. 3. Static balance, couple unbalance
*

Fig. 4. Dynamic unbalance
O

Principle of Balancing
A rotor is balanced by placing a cor
rection mass of a certain size in a posi
tion where it counteracts the unbal
ance in the rotor. The size and posi
tion. of the correction mass must be
determined.
The principle of performing field
balancing is to make (usually tempo
rary) alterations to the mass distribu
tion of the rotor, by adding trial
masses, and to measure the resulting
phase and magnitude of bearing vibra
tion. The effects of these trial correc
tions enable the amount and position
of the required correction mass to be
determined. The values are usually
calculated with the aid of a pocket
calculator.
Fig. 5. The basic measurement chain
Any fixed point on the bearing ex
periences the centrifugal force due to
the unbalance, once per revolution of
the rotor. Therefore in a frequency
spectrum of the vibration signal, un
balance is seen as an increase in the
vibration at the frequency of rotation.
The vibration due to the unbalance
is measured by means of an accelerometer mounted on the bearing hous
ing, see Fig. 5. The vibration signal is
passed through a filter tuned to the
rotational frequency of the rotor, so
that only the component of the vibra
tion at the rotational frequency is
measured. The filtered signal is
passed to a vibration meter, which dis
plays the magnitude. The indicated
vibration level is directly proportional
to the force produced by the unbal
anced mass.
The phase meter measures and dis
plays the phase between the signal
from the tachometer probe (the refer
ence signal) and the filtered vibration
signal. The angle displayed by the me
ter enables us to locate the angular
position on the rotor of the unbalance,
relative to the datum position.

General Balancing
Procedure
Performing a Frequency
Analysis
Before an attempt is made at balancing, a frequency analysis should be
carried out to see whether it is unbalance that is causing the excess vibration, or some other fault, such as mis4

Fig. 6. Frequency spectra of the vibration signal, (upper) before balancing and (lower) after
balancing

alignment, or a bent shaft. If a rotor is
unbalanced, there will be a peak in the
vibration level at its rotational frequency and this peak will usually
dominate the spectrum.

By performing a frequency analysis
before and after balancing, the reduction in vibration level due to the bal
ancing can also be clearly seen (see
Fig. 6).

Selecting the Best M e a s u r e m e n t
Parameter
A frequency analysis of the vibra
tion signal before balancing also
guides us in the selection of the best
parameter for measuring the vibra
tion. The vibration can be measured
in terms of acceleration, velocity, or
displacement. Fig. 7 shows the rela
tionship between the three parameters
as a function of frequency. The three
curves have different slopes, but the
peaks in the spectrum occur at the
same frequencies in each case. The
same information about the vibration
levels is contained in each curve, but
the way the information is presented
differs considerably.
The parameter with the flattest
curve, i.e. the most horizontally
aligned spectrum is usually selected
for vibration measurement. This pa
rameter requires the smallest dynamic
range in the measuring instruments,
so the signal-to-noise ratio is higher.

Fig. 7. Frequency spectra produced using three different measurement parameters: acceleration, velocity and displacement. The signal range for each parameter is shown

Experience has shown that velocity
usually has the flattest curve, so it is
the parameter most often selected.
Use of acceleration levels tends to em
phasize higher frequency components,
so acceleration is chosen where low
frequency noise is a problem. Dis
placement, on the other hand, tends to
emphasize the lower frequency com
ponents and is therefore used to avoid
high frequency noise.
Determining Balance Quality
Ideally a balanced machine would
show no unbalance at all. In practice
however, due to machining tolerances,
perfect balance can never be achieved.
For different types and sizes of ma
chines, the level of vibration regarded
as excessive varies considerably: for
example, an acceptable vibration level
in the crankshaft of a motorcar would
probably destroy a record-player. It is
important therefore to classify the ro
tor to be balanced according to the
level of vibration that is acceptable.
T a b l e t shows a Briiel&Kjaer Un
balance Nomogram, based on ISO
Standard 1940. The Nomogram lists
Quality Grades and some typical ex
amples of each grade. Once the grade
has been decided, the maximum al
lowable residual unbalance can be de
termined, if the rotor service speed is
known. The value obtained is the
maximum allowable level of specific
unbalance (in g mm/kg) after balanc
ingTable 1. Specific Unbalance (gmm/kg) as a function of Balance Quality Grade and Rotor
Maximum Service Speed
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The calculation of the maximum al
lowable residual specific unbalance as
sumes that the mass of the rotor is
evenly distributed about the centre of
gravity. If the mass of the rotor is
unevenly distributed, the calculations
are a little more complicated.
In a perfectly balanced rotor, equal
forces act on both ends of the rotor
when it rotates. If the rotor is shaped
as in Fig. 8, however, the forces at each
end will be equal, but the allowable
residual specific unbalance will be dif
ferent for each bearing. The position
of the centre of gravity divides the
2
rotor in the ratio V3 : /3. The sum of
the moments about the centre of grav
ity must be zero. Therefore the residu2
al specific unbalance at bearing A is /3
of the total residual specific unbal
ance, while at bearing B it is V3 of the
total.
Selection of Trial M a s s e s
The specific unbalance is used to
calculate the size of trial masses,
which are used during balancing to
make temporary alterations to the
mass distribution of the rotor, to determine the relationship between the
specific unbalance and the bearing vii ,.
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S.U. = Specific Unbalance required (in g mm/kg)
MR = Rotor Mass (kg)
.
Rc
- Correction Radius (mm)
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A suitable trial mass is five to ten
times the value of the Maximum Re
sidual Mass.
Single-Plane (Static) Balancing
Having made a frequency analysis
of the vibration and calculated the
value of a suitable trial mass, the pro,
r
• i
i
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cedure for single-plane balancing is as
follows1. Mount an accelerometer and tachometer probe and connect them
to the instruments.

Fig. 8. A rotor with unevenly distributed mass

Fig. 9, Determining the position of the correction mass
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level and phase angle.
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5. Start up the machine and measure
and record the new vibration level
and phase angle.
6. Stop the machine and remove the
^ ^ mass.
7. Calculate the values of the correct[Qn

mags a n d angle required? using

one of the methods detailed in the
g e c t i o n Q n Calculatim
Methods.
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correction
angle indicates that the angle
should
be
measured m the direcf
tion of rotation. For a negative cor.
,
rection angle, measure against the
direction of rotation, see Fig. 9.
The correction mass should be
mounted at the same radius as the
trial mass.
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be necessary to repeat the balancj
ing procedure.
Two-Plane (Dynamic) Balancing
The procedure for two-plane balancing is very similar to that for sin
gle-plane balancing. In this case, however, two accelerometers must be
used, since measurements in two
planes are required. Unbalance in one
plane affects the other; this is known
a s the cross effect. Before balancing, a
frequency analysis of both planes is
made.
The steps involved in two-plane balancing are as follows:
1. Mount the accelerometers and tachometer probe and connect them
to the instruments.
2. Run the machine at its normal operating speed*.

* It is preferable, but not in fact necessary to
D3.l9.nc6 s. rotor 9t its scrvicG SDGGCI SPG th.6

2. Run the machine at its normal operating speed*.
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9. Start up the machine again and
measure the residual unbalance. If

section Special Balancing Cases for details on
balancing at less than service speed.

3. Measure and record the vibration
level and phase angle for each
plane in turn.
4. Stop the machine and mount a trial mass of suitable size arbitrarily
in plane 1, marking its position.
5. Start up the machine and measure
and record the new vibration level
and phase angle, for each plane in
turn.
6. Stop the machine and remove the
trial mass.
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each balancing job so that the meaT01939G80
surements can be repeated with the
Table 2. Checking the measurements
s a m e instrument settings if necessary.
The Brtiel&Kjasr Balancing Report,
If the change in the phase A<f> is
shown in Fig. 10, provides a convenient
smaller than 25°, the size of the trial
method of recording the necessary demass must be increased or the trial
tails. The numbering system used in
mass must be moved.
the report facilitates the input of data,
when using a calculator to determine
If the change in the phase angle A 0
the correction values (see the section
is greater than 25°, the measured valon Calculation Methods). A copy of a

7. Mount a trial mass of suitable size
in plane 2 (the trial mass used in
plane 1 can be used again) and
mark its position.
8. Start the machine again and mea
sure the vibration level and phase
angle once more, for each plane in
turn.
9. Stop the machine and remove the
trial mass.
10. Calculate the values of the correc
tion masses and angles required,
using one of the methods detailed
in the section on
Calculation
Methods.
11. Mount the correction masses at the
positions indicated by the correc
tion angles and at the same radius
as the trial masses.
12. Start up the machine again and
measure the amount of residual
unbalance in the rotor, to see how
successful the balancing job has
been.
Measurement Check
Despite care in selection of a trial
mass, it can happen that the trial mass
does not give suitable results for the
balancing calculations. Before using
the effects of the trial mass to calcu
late the correction mass, it is very im
portant to check that the results are
suitable,
Four possibilities can
shown in Table 2, where:

arise,

as

A(f> is the difference between the
phase measured before and after the
trial mass was mounted.
A V is the difference between the
vibration level measured before and
after the trial mass was mounted.
Fig. 10. A Briiel&Kjcer Balancing Report showing data recorded during a balancing job
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balancing report can be found in Ap
pendix 3. This can be photocopied and
filled in by the user during the balanc
ing operation.

Procedure for Balancing
Overhanging Rotors
Figs. 11, 12 and 13 show typical ex
amples of overhung rotors. If the
l
length of the rotor is approximately h
to Vio of its diameter (Fig. 11) then
single-plane balancing can be per
formed, making measurements at the
bearing which is most influenced by
the trial mass. For other cases, howev
er, it is necessary to use two correction
planes with one of the following meth
ods:
1. Use a single-plane balancing proce
dure twice:
Firstly, carry out the static balanc
ing procedure with the trial mass di
vided into two equal masses and
mounted as shown in Fiff 12 a Measure on the bearing which is most in
fluenced by the trial mass. The calcu
lated correction mass should also be
divided into two equal masses.

Fig. 12. Overhung rotor balanced using a single-plane procedure twice

Secondly, carry out the static bal
ancing procedure again, this time with
the trial masses mounted as a couple,
i.e. the two trial masses mounted in
the two correction planes, but 180°
from one another, as in Fig. 12 b. The
forces around the centre of gravity of
the rotor should be equal and in oppo
site directions. The calculated correc
tion mass should also be made as a
couple.
Note that the "trial mass" reauired
in the calculator program will be the
sum of the two trial masses used.

ver un
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r

r

°t° balanced using a two-plane procedure

2. Perform a two-plane balancing procedure using the measuring planes
and the correction planes as indicated in Fig. 13.
Note that the trial masses can be
mounted as in the normal two-plane
balancing procedure, i.e. arbitrarily on
the correction circle.

t

Special

Fig. 11. Overhung rotor balanced using a
single-plane procedure
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Balancing

Cases

Balancing at L e s s than Service
Speed
It is preferable, but not in fact neeessary to balance a rotor at its service

speed. In many cases it is not possible
to run a rotor at full speed during the
balancing operation.
The only consideration necessary
when balancing at less than the service
speed is the grade of Balance Quality
required. If it is stipulated t h a t a rotor
must be balanced to a certain quality
grade then, when balancing the same
rotor at less than the service speed,
the balance quality must be increased
correspondingly. Using the example
shown earlier in Table 1, where a
Grade 6,3 is required at 3000 R P M ,
then if the rotor is to be balanced at
only 500 R P M it must be balanced to
a Grade 1.

Correction M a s s and Correction
Radius
It is sometimes impossible to mount
the correction mass at the same radius
as the trial mass, because of the struc
ture of the rotor, see Fig. 14.
In this case, to correct the unbal
ance, we use the relation:
_>.

m r

where
e
m
r
M

=
=
=

specific unbalance
unbalance mass
correction radius
rotor mass.

This can also be written:
eM = m r
Therefore,
__>
..^
_.^
_>
eM = mr = m^r^ = m2r2 = •••

Fig. 14. Mounting the correction mass at a radius different from the radius at which the trial
mass was mounted

So, if the radius, r 2 , at which the
correction mass is to be mounted, is
different from the radius, r1} at which
the trial mass was mounted, we simply
change the value of the correction
mass, m2, so that the product m r re
mains constant, i.e. so that:
— >

— >

m2 r2 = m1 rx
Checking Residual Unbalance
After a balancing job has been com
pleted the residual unbalance should
be determined. This can be done di
rectly using proper balancing equip
ment, such as that described earlier in
this Application Note. However, in a
situation where no adequate equip
ment is available, a procedure de
scribed in ISO Standard 1940 may be
used, as follows:
1 Mark out eaual intervals of for example 45° on the rotor, see Fig. 15.
2. Mount a trial mass at the 0° position. Rotate the rotor at its service
speed and measure the vibration
amplitude. Record the measurement result in a table, see Fig. 15.
3. Move the trial mass to the 45° position, measure the vibration and
record the result in the table.
4. Continue moving the mass to each
of the marked positions in turn,
and tabulate the results.
5. Plot the vibration
amplitude
against the position of the trial
mass as shown in Fig. 15. A useful
measurement result is obtained if

ra
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method of checking for residual unbalance using just a vibration meter

dal. Otherwise the residual unbalance is below the limit of reproducibility, the trial mass is too small or
the measuring sensitivity is inadequate.
6. Draw a line half-way between the
highest and lowest points of the
sine curve. The distance between
this line and the highest point on
the sine curve represents the mag- '
nitude of the unbalance (V res ), and
the distance to the zero line represents the magnitude of the trial
mass (VT). The magnitude of the
residual unbalance mass (M r J can
then be calculated from:
y
M wo =
^— x MT

7. The position of the residual unbalance mass (<P) is found by drawing
a vertical line from the highest
point on the sine curve, and reading the angle on the horizontal
axis.
Since the position of the residual
unbalance mass is found graphically it
is clearly seen that this procedure can
be used if only a vibration meter is
available for the measurement. The
disadvantage of the procedure is that
it takes much longer time to perform a
balancing job compared with a direct
measurement of vibration and phase.

T7

the curve is approximately sinusoi-

VT
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Calculation Methods
When suitable test results have been
obtained, the next step is to calculate
the values of the correction mass(es)
and angle(s) required. There are two
methods of finding the necessary data:
Calculator and Balancing Program
WW9021
The easiest method of calculation is
to use the Bruel&KjaBr balancing pro
gram WW9021. The program runs on
the Hewlett-Packard H P 41 CV and
CX calculators (and discontinued C
version, with Memory Modules fitted).
Using this method, even an inexperi
enced operator can soon learn to per
form the whole calculation in about
two minutes. The program provides
the calculations for both single-Diane
and two-plane balancing. A calculator
overlay, supplied with the program,
displays clearly the keys used with the
program and their functions.

Fig. 16. Balancing Program WW'9021, for use with the HP 41CV and CX Programmable Calcu a

ors

The program is supplied on five
magnetic cards each with two tracks.
A sixth card is provided for storing
data using the SAVE function.
The calculation procedure is as fol
lows:
1. Load the calculator with the
WW9021
program,
see
the
WW9021 Instruction Manual for
loading instructions.
2. Select [1-PLANE] or [2-PLANE]
balancing.
3. Key in the data as prompted by the
calculator display, e.g. A10 = ampli
tude measured in plane 1 with no
trial mass; L2\ = phase angle mea
sured in plane 2 with trial mass
mounted in plane 1. The order in
which the items of data are re
quested follows the numbering sys
tem in the Bruel&Kjaer Balancing
Report. After each value has been
keyed in, [DATA E N T E R ] is
pressed
4. When all the entries have been
made, the calculator carries out a
set of calculations for up to 30 seconds and then a "beep" is sounded.
5. The calculated correction masses
and angles are then displayed repeatedly, for a few seconds at a
time, until the calculator is
switched off.
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Pig- 17- Vectorial representation of the vibration levels: (a & b) measured values, (c, d & e)
calculated values

Other functions of the WW9021
program allow for cases where trial
corrections are permanent, e.g. where
trial masses are welded on, or material
is drilled from the rotor; see the
WW9021 Instruction Manual for details.
The [RESOL] facility enables correction masses to be resolved into separate components, where corrections

can only be made at certain permitted
locations; see the example at the end
of this section.
Vector D i a g r a m Calculations
(a) Single-Plane
Balancing
The values of the correction mass
and angle can be determined by representing the measurements vectorially,
as shown in Fig. 17:

1. A vector* V0 is drawn representing
the initial unbalance. The length of
V0 is equal to the vibration amplitude and its direction is given by
the phase angle.
2. Another vector V] is drawn representing the amplitude and phase
measured with the trial mass
mounted.

rotor indicating the point where
the trial mass was mounted. If it is
a positive angle it is measured in
the direction of rotation. A negative angle is measured in the opposite sense.
Example One, in Appendix 1 is a
worked example of the use of this
method for calculating the corrections
■ i
X t ^ U LJ.1X c L l *

3. The tipB of vectors V0 and V, are
joined by means of a third vector
VT, which is^marked so that it indicates the V0 to Vs direction, as
shown. This vector represents the
effect of the trial mass alone.
4. A vector is drawn parallel to the
vector VT, with the same amplitude
and direction, but starting at jthe
origin. This vector is also called VT.
—

6. If we assume that the amplitude of
the vibration is proportional to the
unbalance mass, we get the relation:

=

VT

=> M(

Mrf)MP
—

M()
—r~

=

VCOMP

CRM: Required correction mass; 2g
in our example;
^
CRL:
R e
e d
^
correction angle
measured trom one ot the permitted
,

,

y

ZTllOO^^ '

(b) Two-Plane Balancing
The correction masses and their positions can be found using a method
similar to that used in the single-plane
case, but the calculations are rather
complicated, so the pocket calculator
is usually used. Example Two in Appendix 1 is a worked example of the
use of this method.
A M a s s Resolution E x a m p l e : B a l ancing a F a n
Fig. 18 shows an example of a fivebladed fan, where mass corrections
can only be made on the blades, i.e.
there are only five permitted correction positions, with an angle of 72°
between permitted positions. If, as a
result of a balancing job, the correction mass is found to be 2g and the
correction angle 100°, it seems impossible to mount the correction mass.
The solution is to divide the correction
mass between the blades at 72° and
144°.

VQ

'OMP y

M()

Press [RESOL]. The following data
are then requested in turn:

\

WY

rt

*

" ^

""

'
RESL:
The angle between the two
permitted positions; in this case, 72°.
The calculator then calculates and
displays, in sequence, the resolved
masses at position zero {MLO) and the
other permitted position
(MLRES).
For the given example, the calculator
returns the following information:

>

5. The vector V0 is continued
through the origin, in the opposite
direction to V0. This vector is
called V(_
an
:OMP d it represents the
position and magnitude of the
mass required to counteract the
original unbalance.

Mr
-y

With the Balancing Program, the
procedure is as follows:

=

x

MT

This can be done using a vector diaram
g > but it is more easily done using
an H P 4 1 C calculator and WW9021
Balancing Program.

MLO

= l,5g

ML_72

= l,0g.

This indicates that l,5g of the 2g correction mass should be mounted on
the 72° blade, and the other 1,0 g
should be mounted on the 144° blade.
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Balancing
Some of the instruments available
for balancing have been specially designed for this purpose, while others
are vibration measuring or analysing
instruments which can also be used for
balancing.

VT

This expression enables us to find
the value of MC0MP, the compensat
ing mass.
7. The position of the mass relative to
the position of the trial mass can
be determined from the vector dia
gram using a protractor, or can be
found from the expression:
U:OMP

~

- LT

+ Lo

+

180°

The angle calculated is measured
from the position marked on the
* Strictly speaking this is a phasor and not a
vector, since we are dealing with a "vector" in
the complex plane, with real and imaginary
components. In the world of balancing, howev
er, the convention is to refer to the graphic
representation of the unbalance as a "vector
diagram", and not a "phasor diagram". The
use of terms such as "unbalance vector" con
forms to ISO standard 1925 on balancing.

Fig. 18. Dividing

a correction

mass into two components

for mounting

on a five-blade

fan
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Fig. 19. To the left, the Vibration Analyzer Type 25,5. To the right, balancing a 275 MW turbo-generator set at Kyndby^rket

power station

When choosing an instrument for
balancing, it is important to look at
the other things it can do. Likewise,
when selecting equipment for general
vibration measurement or machine
condition monitoring, it is important
to consider whether it can be adapted
easily for balancing.
Briiel & Kjser offers three instru
ments suitable for balancing rotors in
situ. They are the Type 2515 Vibration
Analyzer, a n d t h e Types 3517 a n d
3537 Balancing Sets.
Pig. 20. Single-plane balancing with the Type 2515 Vibration Analyzer
Vibration Analyzer Type 2 5 1 5
T h e
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adjust d a c c o r d ^ ! X ^ i ^ with the
^
^
"
S
u
e
n
T
<
*
the rotor.

„,, .
The instrument is portable and has
built-in rechargeable batteries. It has

each plane, so a WB 0968 Channel Selector can be used to enable switching
between planes. A set-up for two

Unstable rotor speeds can some
times cause p ^ e m ^ S i phase m"a"

under adverse environmental
tions
PW^aio

■

+u e ii

ondi-

■

n e l are r e "Sed TMMOOI
M M 0 0 1 T°'r
MMnX T
, ,
2 °
K
T j
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acceleror! t
T ^
'
T
4391 accelerometers (one for smgle-

Fig. 21.
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To the left, the Balancing Set Type 3517.

*
m, ., ,,
l h e vibration due to the unbalance
1S S e e n a S a P e a k i n t h e s
ectrum a t
P
T h e

?" T ^ l
X^^
^
tion level and phase can be read diSCTeen

b y

1

the

" ^ ^
^
V ^
cursor on this peak. Any changes in

To the right, balancing a 1300

^

5

^

V

exact1

o n

f^
^
o n e of t h e lmes of
t h e analyzer's
screen. If this is a problem, a tracking
frequency multiplier T y p e 5 8 5 9 or
5

l

n0t f

C 3 n b e U S e d to

° °
* ^ g e to obtain an exact, steady phase-reading for
balancin

plier

A

g - tracking frequency multi
monitors the machine speed via

kWprimary air blower at SignaeS power station

the tachoprobe and controls the exter
nal sampling of the analyzer. If the
machine speed changes, the analyzer
sampling frequency will change pro
portionally so that the peak at the ro
tational frequency always remains at
the same line on the screen.
Another useful feature of the 2515 is
its facility for storing, retrieving and
comparing spectra. The vibration
spectra for before and after balancing
should be stored in memory, so that
the reduction in vibration due to bal
ancing can be seen. Also the spectra of
the balanced and unbalanced machine
can be directly compared using the
MEMORY "Compare" function.

Fig. 22. Signal paths in the Type 3517 Balancing Set

Field Balancing Set Type 3 5 1 7
The portable Balancing Set Type
3517, Fig. 21, is an ideal tool for field
balancing of rotors. The set is supplied
in a hard-foam carrying-case, together
with built-in rechargeable batteries.
The set consists of a Type 2511 Vi
bration Meter and a Type 1621 T u n 
able Band Pass Filter (which together
comprise the Type 3513 Vibration An
alyzer) plus a Type 2976 Phase Indica
tor. As well as for balancing, the 3517
can be employed for the same wide
range of vibration analysis functions
as the 3513, and therefore forms a very
useful dual-purpose analysis tool.
Two Type 4370 Piezoelectric Accelerometers are supplied with the set,
together with a Photoelectric Tachom
eter Probe MM0012 and connection
,,

_ OQ _
,
.
., , ^
.
7 ,
ri^ „ „ ,
tig. 23. 1 wo-plane balancing with the lype 3517 Balancing Set

Fig. 22 shows how the 3517 operates.
The vibration signal from one of the

Fig. 24. To the left, the Balancing Set Type 3537. To the right, balancing a Alfa-Laval NX 418 decanter centrifuge
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accelerometers is chosen using the
"Ch.l/Ch.2" C H A N N E L SELECTOR
switch. This signal is amplified and
passed through the filter, which is
tuned to the rotational frequency of
the rotor. The level of vibration is dis
played by the vibration meter. The
phase indicator compares the signal
from the tachoprobe with the filtered
accelerometer signal and displays the
phase between them. The equipment
set-up is shown in Fig. 23.
Field Balancing Set Type 3 5 3 7
The Field Balancing Set Type 3537,
shown in Fig. 24, is similar to the Type
3517. The principal difference be,.,
.
,,
,
,.
r11
tween the two is the tracking filter,
incorporated into the Type 3537. The
3537 is ideal for applications where a
narrowband tracking filter is neces
sary, e.g. when balancing at fluctuating
speeds, or to suppress vibrations from
other sources. Automatic frequency
analyses up to 2 kHz are also possible
with the set.
The set consists of a Type 2635 Pre
amplifier, a Type 2433 Indicator Unit,
a Type 1626 Tracking Filter, and a
Type 2976 Phase Indicator. Two Type
4370 Piezoelectric Accelerometers, an
MM 0024 Photoelectric Tachoprobe
and connecting cables complete the
set. The set is supplied in a carrying
case, together with rechargeable bat
teries.

_ 0_ c .
,
. . . rp
_„_ D ,
. c ,
tig.zb. Signal paths in the lype 3oo/ Balancing Set

p^ 26. Two-plane balancing with the Type 3537 Balancing Set

Fig. 25 shows a simplified block dia
gram of the signal paths in the 3537,
and Fig. 26 the equipment set up. The
tachoprobe provides one pulse per rev
olution of the rotor. The filter is then
automatically and continuously ad
justed so that it is always correctly
tuned to the rotational frequency of
the rotor. The automatic tuning means
that the 3537 can give stable phase
readings, even when there are small
fluctuations in rotor speed.
Three filter bandwidths are avail
able: 0,1 Hz (up to 20Hz), 1Hz (20 to
200Hz), and 10Hz (200Hz to 2kHz).
However, if required, it is possible to
select any of these filter bandwidths
over the entire frequency range. This
is a useful feature when, for example,
there is another peak in the spectrum
close to the rotational frequency of the
rotor and it is necessary to measure
the amplitude of one of these peaks.
The vibration signal from one of the
accelerometers is amplified and filtered, and the level of the signal component at the rotational frequency is
14

Fig. 27. Using a stroboscope to measure phase angles

displayed on the Indicator Unit. The
Phase Indicator measures and displays the phase between the pulse signal from the tachoprobe and the filtered vibration signal.

The vibration level is measured using a Type 3513 Portable Vibration
Analyzer, which consists of a 2511 Vibration Meter and a 1621 Tunable
Band Pass Filter.

Using a Stroboscope to Measure
P h a s e Angles
The alternative instrumentation
shown in Fig. 27 can be used for balancing, where proper balancing equipment is not available.

Instead of using a Phase Indicator
to measure the phase, a Type 4912
Portable Stroboscope is employed. A
scale graduated in angular units is
taped or marked on the rotor. The
scale is illuminated during trial bal-

ancing runs with the light from the
stroboscope, which is triggered by the
filtered vibration signal. The phase of
the vibration signal is then simply
read from the scale.
Portable Level Recorder Type
2317
The three instruments described
above can all be used with the Porta
ble Level Recorder Type 2317 to pro,
.
,
y\,
(.
duce a hard copy ol the irequency
spectrum. The 2317 is a handy, com
pletely self-contained level recorder
designed for field use. Rechargeable
batteries and an (optional) leather carrying-case make it truly portable.

P.

,
,, ~
___ , ++ ,
.„
. „
T
rtoi^
rig. 28. brequency spectrum from the lype 251 a plotted on a Level Recorder Type 2317
00

r

the probe. An LED on top of the probe
flashes to indicate triggering.

to have decreased to 1,8 mm/s, while
the phase angle had changed to + 4 2 ° .

With the Balancing Sets Types 3517
and 3537, the Level Recorder is used
to obtain a picture of the frequency
spectrum, which can be used for fault
diagnosis. Spectra of the machine vibration before and after balancing can
be produced so that the reduction in
vibration due to the balancing can be

The MM 0012 probe is supplied
with the 3517 Balancing Set, while the
MM 0024 is supplied with the 3537
Balancing Set. All three instruments,
the 3517, the 3537 and the 2515, can
use either probe for triggering.

The position and magnitude of the
compensating mass were determined
from the vector diagram shown in
Fig. 30.

clearly seen.

Appendix 1: Worked

The Vibration Analyzer Type 2515
displays a spectrum for immediate
fault diagnosis, but the Level Recorder
is very useful if a hard copy is required. An example of a hard-copy
from the 2515/2317 is shown in Fig. 28,
note how the 2515 measurement setup is also given on the hard-copy recording.

Examples

=

Example One:
To balance a rotor statically using the
equipment shown in Fig. 29.

=

Photoelectric
Probes
Types
M M 0 0 1 2 and M M 0 0 2 4
One final note on instrumentation
concerns photoelectric tachometer
probes. Briiel&Kjaer offers two probes
for use with balancing equipment.
Both probes are of the non-contact
type and they function by projecting a
beam of infra-red light at the rotor
surface and generating an electrical
signal related to the proportion of
light reflected back. Triggering is indicated by a periodic change in the value
of this signal.

Measurement of peak-to-peak vibration velocity level was selected on
the Vibration Meter, and a bandwidth
of 3 % on the Band Pass Filter. The
machine was run up to its normal operating speed, 1490 r/min, after which
the Band Pass Filter centre frequency
was adjusted to the rotation frequency.
A vibration level of 3,4 mm/s was recorded, and when the bandwidth was
broadened to 2 3 % , the Phase Meter
indicated +116°.
The machine was stopped, and a 2g
trial mass was fixed to it. When the
machine was run up to speed again,
the vibration velocity level was found

The original unbalance is given by:
y
M() =
x MT
Vr
~^'
2,03 g.

x

2

So the compensating mass
MC0MP

=

2,03 g

and its position is given by
^COMP

- -LT

+ L0

+ 180°

= -327°

+ 116° + 180°

= - 3 1 ° referred to the position of the trial mass.
As the angle indicated is negative,
the compensating mass is to be fastened at an angle of 31° from the position where the trial mass was mounted, measured in the opposite direction
to the direction of rotation.

The MM 0012 has an operating dis
tance of between 1 and 20 mm from
the rotor. The probe is triggered by a
contrast mark on the rotor. The cir
cumference of the rotor, in the plane
where the probe is to be mounted, is
first covered by a band of matt black
tape or paint.
The MM 0024 probe has an operating distance of 50 to 800 mm from the
rotor. A matt black background is not
necessary, as the probe is triggered
only by special, hexagonally patterned
reflective tape QA0137, supplied with

Fig. 29. Instrument set-up for Example One
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Example T w o :
Performing two-plane (dynamic) bal
ancing on a machine that has a rigid
rotor supported in two bearings.
The equipment was set up as shown
in Fig. 31. A WB0968 Channel Selec
tor was employed to enable switching
between the two measurement planes.
To avoid special emphasis of high or
low frequency components, vibration
velocity was chosen as the measure
ment parameter. Using the Y-UNITS
button, the velocity units were set to
m/s.
The machine was run up to its nor
mal service speed and, with the cursor
positioned at the rotational speed of
the rotor, the initial vibration level for
plane 1 was read from the display
screen and noted in the Balancing Re
port. Pushing the "Phase" button, the
P h a s e was read from the screen, and
its value was noted.
Choosing channel 2 on the Channel
Selector, the initial vibration level and
phase were measured and recorded, in
the same way, for plane 2. The values
recorded are shown in Table 3.
The machine was stopped and a
2,5g trial mass was mounted at a suit
able position in plane 1, and its posi
tion marked. The level and phase
measurements for both planes were
repeated and the data recorded.

Fig. 30. Vector diagram for Example One

The machine was stopped and the
same 2,5 g trial mass was attached to
plane 2 and its position marked. The
measurement and data recording pro
cedure was repeated.
Using the data shown in Table 3,
the masses and angles required to bal
ance the rotor were calculated, using
two different methods: firstly by
means of an H P 4 1 C V calculator and
WW9021 Balancing Program, and
secondly, using the vector diagram
method.
The calculator returned the follow.
.
,
.
ing values tor the correction masses
and angles:
Plane

1:
1

3,0 g at an angle of 50,2° from the
position of the trial mass, measured
in the direction of rotation, i.e.
+ 50 2
' °-

_. OT T t
, „
. „
+ +
rig. ol. Instrument set-up for Example 1 wo

Trial Mass
Mass
I Trial

Size and Location
None
2,5g
2,5 g Plane 1

Measured
Measured Effect
Effect of
of Triaf
Triai Mass
Mass
1
Phane 1
Plane 22
Plane 1
Plane
13,5mm/s
296°
7,2mm/s
238°
vV11i0
i0
4,9mm/s
114°
V^
9,2mm/s
347°
V1.1

V
V2|0
20
V
V 22i1
li

2,5gPlane2
2,5g
Plane 2

4,0mm/s

V
v 222
,2

Size and Location

I

=

79°

vV11i2
i2

12,0mm/s

292°

T01940GBO

Table 3. Measured vibration levels and phase angles for Example Two
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Fig. 32. Vectorial representation of the vibration levels

Plane 2:
2,8g a t an angle of 81,9° from the
position of the trial mass, measured
against the direction of rotation, i.e.
- 81,9°.
Using the vector diagram method to
calculate the correction masses and
angles, the first step was to represent
the measured vibration levels in vector
diagram form, see Fig. 32.

In vector notation:

V]2 - VL0 is the effect in Plane 1 of
a trial mass mounted in Plane 2.
_>
_^
V2tl - V 20 is the effect in Plane 2 of
a trial mass mounted in Plane 1.
_^
V2>2 ~ ^ . o is the effect in Plane 2 of
a trial mass mounted in Plane 2.
f

V lj0 is the original unbalance measured in Plane 1.
V2io is the original unbalance measured in Plane 2.
_^
_^
V u - V UI is the effect in Plane 1 of
a trial mass mounted in Plane 1.

?

Mathematically, the problem was to find two vector operators Q } (with vector length Q, and phase angle y^ and Q2 (with
vector length Q2 and phase angle y2 ), which satisfy the following equations:

Q, ( v u - v l i 0 ) + Q2( Vlt2- V I)0 ) = -Vi,o
Qi ( V2A - V2>0) + Q 2 ( V2:1- V2i0) = - V2,o
Writing Q{ in terms of Q2 in Equation (1), we get:

(i)
(2)
Qx =

-V1,o-Q2(V1.2-V1,„)
—

^1,1

—

_

(3)

^1,0

Substituting for Q^ in Equation (2), and writing it all in terms of Q2:

v,,o(vu-y1,0)-v1,o(v2,1-y2,o)
Q2

=

■

(4)

(Vu-V2t0)(Vli2-Vlfi){V2i2-V2t0)(Vltl-VUQ)
The measured values of vibration level and phase angle are the polar coordinates^for the vector quantity V. When a
Cartesian system of coordinates is used, with real and imaginary components, where V = a + jb a mathematical solution for
Equations (3) and (4) can be calculated.
Polar coordinates are converted to Cartesian coordinates by means of the two equations:
a = V cos y, and b = V sin y
Converting to Polar coordinates, the values in Table 4 (shown overleaf) can be calculated, for example:
V u - V1(0 = (-2,0 + 4,48;) - (-3,82 - 6,12; ) = ( + 1,82 + 10,6; )
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yV

1

—_
v l li0
V
i0
V
V i .ui
Vv 1>2
1>2
V
V 22..00
V
2i1i
V 2l
V
v 222
,2
(V
( V LnI-V
- V ^1Q
0 ))
<V
-V2 ,200 )
(v 221
,-v
(V
V
I
(V
-V
1i0
{ 11l2
2
1 o))
- ' (V
,2-V2,o)
,0)
(V22,2-V
2

yV

I

7,2
7,2
4,9
4,0
13,5
13,5
9,2
12,0

~

I

7

238°
238°
114°
79°
296°
347°
292°

1

[

1

~a

1

fo
jb

1

-6,12j
-6.12J
+4,48j
++3,93j
3,93j
-12.13J
-12,13j
-2,07j

-3,82
-3,82
-2,0
+
0,76
+0,76
+
5,92
+5,92
+8,96
+
8,96
+4,5
+
1,82
+1,82
+3,04
+4 58
+4,58
'
-1,42

-1,42

I

-11,13j
-11.13J
++10,60j
10,60j
+
+10,06j
10,06j
05iJ
++10
10,05j
'
+ 1,00j
+1,00j

The balancing masses required to
counteract the original unbalance are
as followg.
plane 1:
MC0MP = 1,172 X 2,5 g
(2,5g being the trial mass)
= 2,93 g at + 50,4°.
ridne

z

M
c()MP = 1,1376 x 2,5g
= 2,84g at -81,9°
B

j

These results compare
Table 4. Conversion of coordinates in Example Two

with

the

results

obtained

favourably
uging

the

programmable calculator.
Substituting the values in Table 4 into Equation 4:
( + 5,92 - 12,13; ) ( + 1,82 + 10,60; ) - (-3,82 - 6,12; ) ( + 3,04 + 10,06; )
Q-2

=

( + 3,04 + 10,06; ) ( + 4,58 + 10,05; ) - (-1,42 + 1,00; ) ( + 1,82 + 10,60; )
i ■ i • !•/» ,
which simplifies to:
Q2 = + 0 , 1 5 9 8 - 1 , 1 2 6 4 ;
which can be reconverted to polar coordinates by means of the following equations:
(
2

V= +Va + 6
1

b

7 = tan" —

- 9 0 ° < 7 < +90°

for a > 0

L
1
7 = 180° + tan" —

+ 90° < 7 < + 270°

and phase angle

Q 2 = 1,1376
7

, = - 81,9°

Substituting into Equation 3, the value of Q1 can be found:
/ o^
« -,« -\ / t <^ . ^ ^ w r, ,~r,r,
+ + n n t -\
- (v - 3 , 8 2 - 6 , 1 2J ; ) - v + 4 , 4 8 + 1 0 , 0 5J ; ) v ( + 0,1598-1,1264;)
J
Q _
'
'
'
'
'
>
'
f
( + 1,82 + 10,6;)
, . , . ,-,.
, r,
, nnAro
, nrin0owhich simplifies to: Q, = +0,7468 + 0,9033i
Converting to polar coordinates Qx = 1,1720,
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Plane 1:
vibration level = 0,5 mm/s, which
represents a reduction in vibration
velocity level of 9 3 % from the original 7,2 mm/s.

2

for a > 0

So that vector length

Masses with these values were fas
tened in the respective planes on the
rotor at the calculated angles, and at
the radius used previously for the trial
m a S s e s . A test run was made to assess
the quality of the balance. Its results
were as follows:

y1 = +50,4°

Plane 2:
vibration level = 0,4mm/s, which
represents a reduction in vibration
velocity level of 97% from the origi
nal 13,5 mm/s.
As an added test, the two balance
m asse s w e r e
moved through an angle
r
0
of 10 , to show the importance of
phase angle determination. When the
machine was run again, the vibration
velocity level at Plane 1 was found to
u IQ
/
-+u o o
/ *. r>i
o
be 1,8mm/s, with 2,2mm/s at Plane 2.
These results illustrate the impor
tance
of
the
really
accurate
phase
ane
g^
determination
possible
with
f, .. , 0 T r
.
\_
Bruel&Kjser equipment.

Appendix 2: Fault Tracing
This appendix lists possible faults
encountered when balancing and suggests remedies.
1. If the tachoprobe is triggering
properly, the yellow "Trigger Level" lamp of the Type 2976 Phase
Indicator or the red "Trig'd" LED
of the 2515 Vibration Analyzer
should be lit (or flashing, if the
rotor is rotating slowly). An LED
on top of the MM 0024 Photoelectrie Probe should flash to indicate
triggering. If the tachoprobe is not
triggering properly, then the following should be checked:
(a) The orientation of the tachoprobe.
(b) That the correct tacho cable
AO0158 has been used.

(c) It may be necessary to mask
the tachoprobe from external
light sources.
(d) If still no triggering, check the
batteries in the instruments.
2. If the tachoprobe is triggering
properly, but the display of the
2976 indicates "E " for "Error" or
is blank, or the 2515 display shows
N. A. DEG as a P h a s e reading,
or the phase reading on either instrument is not steady within ± 2°,
then the error is probably due to
one or more of the following problems:
(a) Erratic rotor speed variations.
Check the rotor speed and ensure that sufficient time is allowed for the speed to stabi-

lize before measurements are
made.
(b) The presence of more than
one mark on the rotor. Check
the reflection mark.
(c) The photoelectric probe is
picking up reflections from
flickering light sources. Try
moving the probe to another
position.
(d) The photoelectric probe is vibrating at a level above its
limit. Remove it from the vibrating body or stiffen the
probe support.
(e) The unbalance component of
the vibration is insufficient
for readings to be made.
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